
On a scale of 0 to 10 I would put myself at an 8.5 for my knowledge of MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
Project in using them to create standard work templates, documents and reports.

These sides are just some examples that exemplify my adeptness in creating standard work documents
and reports using Word, Excel PowerPoint and Project.

The first 7 examples I use to train people cycle time measurement by making paper airplanes.
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Standard work chart.
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Standard operations sheet.
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Measurement of cycle time sheet.
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Cycle time diagram.
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Tracking of standard work audit sheet.
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Part capacity planner work sheet.
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This is a MS Word template of my own design for a work content instruction for standard work job
breakdown.



Standard work of starting up a process correctly and safely.



SMED preparation checklist sheet.



SMED tool changeover procedure standard work document.



In the name of continuous improvement I created in MS Word this work instruction using the ‘outline’
format method calling out and detailing the work instruction’s scope, purpose, definitions, references,
related forms, documentation, forms, frequency, Materials, tools, responsibility, safety, personal protective
equipment, guidelines, record keeping, attachments, appendix and finally the procedures of the tasks in
the work instruction.



I have too much fun with MS Visio. I use Visio when I need greater detail in dimensioning and scaled
measurements like this emergency action and evacuation map I created for one of my employers. I used
a measurement wheel for the exterior walls, tape measurement for the insides.



Again with Visio there’s a lot more flexibility and functionality than what you have available to you when
working on certain projects. To understand a process’s interconnectivity with other resources, man,
machine, computerization, what’s automatic, what’s done manually it’s a good idea map it out using
swimming lanes. Its visual communication helps to understand how everything pieces together and
sometimes needlessly complicated.

I printed this swimming lanes map out on an engineering plotter 3 feet wide by 12 feet long and pinned it
up on the wall, something that big stirs a lot of interest in the group viewing it.



I used Visio again to construct this block diagram for a PFMEA.



This picture is of a 10’ feet long by 5’ feet wide magnetic whiteboard. They maybe a little on the expensive
side but they are versatile. I used this board time and time again for different projects. This project was for
training improvement of line operators.

All the notices, labels, documents holders and headers - which I made - are affixed to the board using
magnetic tape so, changing to different projects and using the board as a notice board, storyboard or
dashboard was a snap to do. The only thing that was not magnetic was the boarder line which I used
black electrical insulation tape which was easy to apply and remove.


